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AN ANALYSIS TO THE TRAVELLING WAVE SOLUTION OF A

DIFFUSIVE MODEL OF AN EPIDEMIC

M. S. AI3UAL-RUD

Ablitro.ct. An STR model of an epidemic with spatial~prea<l is considered, an equilibrium and
stability analysis has been done and then the behavior to ti 1e travelling wave solution of the
model is obtained.

L Introduction

The epidemic models have been initiated by Kermack and McKendrick(5). Such
models are useful in giving good estimates for the level of vaccination for the control of
directly transmitted infectious diseases.
These epidemic models are often called SIR models because they describe a population

which is partitioned into several distinct classes by an infection. In particular, the classes
are the susceptibles (denoted by S),infectives (denoted by !),and individuals removed
from the process {denoted by R). There are other classes of the population which are not
considered in the SIR Models.
The Susceptibles is the class of the population who can catch the disease, the Infectives

is the class of the population who have the disease and can transmit it, and the removed
class have either had the disease, or are recovered, immune or isolated until recovered.

As mentioned before, the basic SIR {1927) model, which is given by Kermack and
Mckendrick [5], assumed that {i) The gain·of infective class is at a rate proportional to
the number of infectives and susceptibles, that is aSI, where a > 0 is a constant, and
of course the susceptibles are lost at the same rate; (ii) the rate of removal of infectives
to the removed class is proportional to the number of infectives, that is ,I where, > O
is a constant; {iii) The incubation period for which the susceptibles who contracts the
disease became infectivcs is short enough to be negligible. Also,it is assumed that every
pair of individuals has equal probability of coming into contact with one another.

Using all the above assumptions, the SIR model can be written as:

dS
—=-aSI
dt
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di
dt- = aSI-计

dR., .... _ =
dt
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where a > 0 is the infection rate and , > 0 is the removal rate of infectives. It is very
clear, by adding equations (1.1)-(1.3),that:

dS dl dR
- +- +—=Odi dt dt

This means that S(t) + I(t) + fl(t) = N, where N is the total size of t;he population.
An analysis to equations (1.1)-(1.3) is considered in Murray [G], pp.612-616. Alma.I

rub [IJ has considered a model for which S = S(x, t) and J = J(:i;, t) with dif和sion and
an incubation period of a days to get:

8S
at- - 6.S = A - clS,
{}[
" ..
8t 6.I = c(IS(t) - IS(t - a)]
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where A, c, and a are <liffusion parameters.
Also in [ 1] p.26, c is consi<lcred to Le a function of I an<l the local behavior of

epidemics ha.5 Leen analyzed in£P,q spaces. Now the SIfl model which we will consider
here is takiug into consideration spatial spread and this model 匡 been considered by
F. Hoppensteadt [4]µ.68.
Fisher [3] an<l Daily [2] have considered a variety of problems and models for the

spread and control of infectious <liseases.
The model can be written as:

as·a勺
互 ~-S(al +:严
fJt- = S[al + /3—]-()x2 丑

DR'" =at ,I
where -oo < x < oo, S = S(x, t), I = I(x, t) and R = R(x, t).
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2. EquiliLrium and Stability Analysis:

Looking at~quations A(l.6)-(1.8), we have two possibilities for the steady states,
namely (i) S =I= 0 (ii) S = .:r. i = O.

C'(1

Let~inv~stigate both ca...c;es of steady states:
(i) S =I= 0.
It is obvious that without diffusion, this state is unstable, i.e., if it is perturbed the

infective and susceptible populations will deviate from the zero state.
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(ii) S = ; , i = 0.
This means that the infectives die out and all the population becomes susceptibles

and removables which is possible. . .
Let S = ; + s, I = i; where s and i are very small. Substitute into equations

(1.6)-(1.8) and ignore non:.Jinear terms to obtain: ·

OS 范 a2i- = -,i- ——at . a a丑 '
8i ,{J 8勺-= ......一' """" .
at Q'8x2 I

DR
..'"'

8t = ,i
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Lets consider equation (2.2) with -oo < x < oo and suppose that i(x, O) = J(x) ; where
f(x) is bounded for all values of x and integrable in every finite interval. The solution
of the heat equation (2.2) will be:

i(x, t) = fo 00

2厚丨J(v)exp
-a:(x - v)2········

-oo { 的{jt }du
Ft·om (2.4) we may conclude that this state is locally stable.

(2.4)

3. rI'ravelling Wave Solutions:

We now seek a travelling wave solution to the system (1.6)-(1.8) by setting z = x - ct;
where c is t}1e wave velocity. We obtain the following equations:

cS'= S(a:I + {3111),
cl'=社- S(a:I + {31").
cR'= -,yl;

(3.1)

(3.2)
(3.3)

where'= d/dz.
We will impose the following conditions:

0~S(-oo) < S(oo} = So; where S。is a constant, I(-oo) = I(oo) = 0 (3A}

Lets now linearize equation (3.2) as z -; oo near the leading edge of the wave where
S-t 忥 and J -+ 0 to get:

cI'~丑- So(a! + {31")

we obtain solutions to (3.5) of the form:

I(z) ,.._, o(exp[
-c 士 {c2 + 4,/3So - 4a:(3問}1/2

2RSn ]z)

(3.5)

(3.6)
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In order for a travelling wave solution to exist and since we require I(z) 刁 0 then using
(3.6) we must have:

c 2: 2(a(JS5 - 范50)112; So > l
O'.

(3.7)

Therefore from (3. 7) we can say that the computed wave soluti<Jn from t,he full non-linear
system will involve inlo a travelling wave form with the miuirnum wave speed, namely,

Cmin = 2(0/355 - ,f3So)112 (3.8)

Lets now linearize equal.ion (3.1) 邸 z -t oo by setting S = S0 - s ; wheres is very small
to get

:/ = - 色(al+ /31")
C

Since -S'= S0 - s, the solution to (3.9) takes the form:

(3.9)

S(z),..., So+ o(exp[
-c 士 {c2 + 41/3S。- 4n(3S5} i /2

2(3S。 ］寸 (3.10)

Of course the same thing can be clone to get the solution to (3.3) using (3.6)

Conclusion

From (3. 7) we got S0 > .:r 01磷 >, , ti .
Q

Ius resu t is the most important cond1t10n
here because if this condition is not satisfied there will be no progressing wave possible
and this condition coincides with t.he result in F. Hoppenst.eadt [4], p.70. This result
is interpreted as a lower bound on t.he population density of susceptihles for them to
support a progressing epidemic.
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